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Visitor Economy Forum Minutes 
 

Wednesday 13th September 2017 8.00am – 9.30am – Showroom Workstation 

 

 

Attendees 
 
Alexis Krachai – Chair, Counter Context (AK) Richard Wright, Sheffield Chamber (RW) Thomas 
Sutton, Sheffield Chamber (TS) Matthew Sheridan, Sheffield Chamber (MS) Phil Goldman, The 
Eden Dora Trust (PG) Gareth McCormick, Carrington House Ltd (GM) Tricia Smith, The Source 
(TrS) Meabh O’Donovan, Showroom (MOD) Grace Brierly, Museums Sheffield (GB) Nicola 
Palmer, SHU (NP), Steve Rimmer, Tickets for Good (SR), Antony Davies, Marmotte (AD) & 
Hermann Beck, Holiday Inn (HB) 
 
Apologies 
 
Paul Brown – Vine Hotels 
Sarah Meldrum, CMS 
Lisa Pogson, Airmaster 
 
Brand Partnership - Ed Highfield Presentation  
 
Ed Highfield presented on brand partnership during last meeting. That promoted thoughts for 
the Forum - How we position ourselves and our work? GM has since completed research and 
created a positioning statement. 
 
Strategic Economic Plan  
 
AK provided update on strategic economic plan. The plan is now currently at draft number 3. 
AK commented that we need to see how things in the political environment unfold W/C 18th 
September. 
 
Draft Positioning Statement of the VE Forum  
 
GM provided update on the statement produced that referred to the initial 5 key focus areas 
of the Forum.  
 
RW - The purpose of the 10 Point Event Plan as created by Yuri was to keep Sheffield in the 
media for a key event hosted every month in the city. HB The purpose of the plan was also to 
retain the events in the city Year on year as they are valuable contributor to the economy and 
culture. HB Will provide a copy of the 10 Point Event Plan. GM Events are hosted well in the 
city but not marketed well. GM stated that the events need a coherent plan and joined up 
thinking to successfully lobby the Council for support and to gain the best return from these. 
The avenue for this is via the Brand Partnership. 
 



 
 
 

 

AK – Invite Nalin Seneviratne to next meeting as been working on Retail Quarter for the past 3 
years and is now Head of City Centre Development. City Centre Masterplan is being refreshed 
in more robust way. Cannot redevelop sections in isolation. The future of our city centre 
cannot be purely associated to the retail offer. The built environment needs to be respond to 
changes in behavioural patterns. People come to city centres for an experience. RW The city 
centre masterplan will drive the transport strategy moving forward. RW Would also like 
reference to the conference centre in the city centre masterplan. RW We also need to think 
about the train station footprint in the city centre masterplan.  
 
GM - The conference centre needs to be linked to demand. Do we need one in the city? 
Would we attract the type of conferences that would provide a return? There needs to be a 
feasibility assessment to determine ROI.  
 
RW - Horasis will be delivered in 6 weeks but would advise the Forum not to waste time to try 
to influence this event. It is a one-off event and will not be replicated next year. AK - Agrees to 
drop any work on Horasis. AK - Chamber to write a letter after Horasis to provide feedback in a 
positive way. Constructive criticism. AK requested feedback from participants of the Forum to 
provided thereafter the meeting.  
 
2018 Objectives of the Forum 
 
AK requested the Forum to think about ideas and objectives for 2018. 
 
GB suggested that we can gain further influence with BID. Live after 5 initiative is gaining 
traction. TS agrees that being involved with BID would be a positive action for the Forum. 
 
RW emphasised the importance of independent voice of business and also the economic 
aspect of the Forum.  
 
TS suggested that Connect Sheffield forms part of the Forums objectives for 2018.  
 
Nominee for Brand Partnership  
 
AK nominated GM. Forum confirmed and GM accepted. AK suggested a manifesto to be 
created and finalised for end of September. GM confirmed.  
 
AOB 
 
GB - Great Exhibition for the North. Unfortunately, the application was unsuccessful and went 
to Newcastle. There are opportunities to be involved though in the North in general. AD 
confirmed £15m available of funding. GB to circulate details to TS for circulation. Cultural 
Consortium looking at ways to be involved.  
 
MOD - Successfully bid and retained Film Hub North. Forum passed over congratulations. 
Information to be passed to TS and can circulate. 
 
 
 
 
 


